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Mark schemes

(a)      (i)     65

correct answer with or without working = 2 marks

if answer incorrect

evidence of (81 - 16) for 1 mark

ignore units
2

1

(ii)     zinc

accept error carried forward from (a)(i)

allow correct symbol

answer given should be element / metal closest to their answer

do not allow compounds
1

(b)     (i)      •    it loses electrons

sharing / covalency = max 1 mark
1

•    three electrons
1

(ii)     8 electrons shown in second shell.

accept dots / crosses / mixture of dots and crosses / e

electrons do not need to be paired

do not allow extra electrons in first shell
1

[6]

(a)     hydrogen / H+ /2H+ / H3O+

allow H / 2H

do not accept H2

apply list principle
1

2

(b)     (i)      143

correct answer with or without working = 2 marks

ignore units

if answer is not correct
40 + (2 × 35.5) + (2 × 16) gains 1 mark

2
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(ii)     49.7% (49.6 to 50)

correct answer with or without working = 2 marks

answer 49 gains 1 mark

if answer is not correct:
(71 ÷ 143) × 100 gains 1 mark

allow error carried forward from part (b)(i)

ie. (71 or their (2 × 35.5) ÷ answer to (b)(i)) × 100 gains 2 marks if
calculated correctly and 1 mark if not calculated correctly.

Special case 35.5 ÷ 143 × 100 = 24.8
to 25% or 35.5 ÷ answer to (b)(i) × 100 correctly calculated for 1
mark

2

(iii)     9.9 to 10g

allow ecf from (b)(i) or (b)(ii)
1

(c)     (i)      an alkali

apply list principle

accept named alkali

accept hydroxide

accept soluble base

ignore base
1

(ii)     a solid / insoluble substance (owtte)
1

(iii)     filter / filtration

allow decant / centrifuge

accept filtration followed by evaporation or filtration and evaporation

do not accept filtration or evaporation

do not accept evaporation and filtration
1

[9]

(a)      (i)     40

correct answer with or without working or incorrect working

if the answer is incorrect then evidence of 24 + 16 gains 1 mark

ignore units
2

3
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(ii)     60

correct answer with or without working or incorrect working

if the answer is incorrect then evidence of 24/40 or 24/(i) gains 1
mark

ecf allowed from part(i)

ie 24/(i) ×100

ignore units
2

(iii)    15

ecf allowed from parts(i) and (ii)

24/(i) × 25 or (ii)/100 × 25

ignore units
1

(b)     (i)      any two from:

ignore gas is lost

•        error in weighing magnesium / magnesium oxide

allow some magnesium oxide left in crucible

•        loss of magnesium oxide / magnesium

allow they lifted the lid too much

allow loss of reactants / products

•        not all of the magnesium has reacted

allow not heated enough

allow not enough oxygen / air
2

(ii)     any two from:

ignore fair test

•        check that the result is not anomalous

•        to calculate a mean / average

allow improve the accuracy of the mean / average

•        improve the reliability

allow make it reliable

•         reduce the effect of errors
2

[9]
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(i)      160

ignore units
1

(ii)      112

ignore units
1

(iii)     70

do not carry forward errors
1

[3]

4

(a)     100

ignore units

40 + 12 + (3 × 16) for 1 mark
1

5

(b)     40

(ecf from part (a) can get 2 marks)

 for 1 mark
1

(c)     0.5

(ecf from part (b) can get 2 marks)

 

 or other correct working for 1 mark
2

(d)     gas produced or  carbon dioxide / CO2 produced
1

[7]

(i)      160 ignore units

(2 × 56) + (3 × 16) for 1 mark
2

6

(ii)      70

 for 1 mark

 

allow ecf from part (i)
2
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(iii)     700

allow ecf from part (ii)
1

[5]

(a)     152 correct answer with or without working = 2 marks
56 + 32 + (4 ×16) gains 1 mark

ignore any units
2

7

(b)     152g(rams)

ecf from the answer to (a) and g

must have unit g / gram / gramme / grams etc

accept g / mol or g per mole or g mole–1 or g/mol or g per mol or g
mol–1

do not accept g m

do not accept G
1

(c)     76(g)

ecf from their answer to (a) or (b) divided by 2

ignore units
1

[4]

(a)     N2O
1

(b)     13.8 to 14

gains full marks without working

if answer incorrect
13 gains 1 mark
or
14/101 × 100 gains 1 mark

2

[3]

8
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(a)    

Level 2: Relevant points (reasons/causes) are
identified, given in detail and logically linked to form a
clear account.

3-4

Level 1: Points are identified and stated simply, but their
relevance is not clear and there is no attempt at logical
linking.

1-2

No relevant content 0

Indicative content

Ca / calcium (atom) loses two electrons / both outer
electrons and is oxidised to Ca2+ ion

F / fluorine (atom) gain one / an electron and is reduced
to F− ion

supporting points

•   fluorine / F (atoms) gain electron(s)

•   negative ion produced

•   calcium (atoms) lose electron(s)

•   positive ion produced

•   reduction is gain of electrons

•   oxidation is loss of electrons

 

4

9

(b)     (because there are) strong electrostatic forces of attraction
or
ionic bonding

1

between Ca2+ and F− ions / oppositely charged ions
1

(in a) giant structure / lattice
1

so a lot of energy is needed to overcome / break this attraction
1
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(c)     amount of F2 =  = 0.025 moles

mark is for ÷ 38
1

amount of SF6 =   × 0.25 = 0.008333 moles

mark is for ×1/3
1

mass of SF6 = 0.008333 × 146

mark is for ×146
1

mass = 1.2166666
1

mass = 1.22 (g) 3 sig figs
1

[13]

168g → 44g
1

1g →  
1

11g → 2.88g (2.9g)
care with rounding

1

or

Mr values 84 and 44
(1)

moles hydrogen carb = 
(1)

mass of CO2 = 

answer 2.88 to 2.9 gets 3 marks
answer of 3 gets 2 marks

(1)

[3]

10

 = 2.9g
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